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HIDE APPS

HIDE DOCK

REMOVE EXTRA THINGS LIKE WIDGETS 

REMOVE CONTROL CENTER ITEMS

Tips and Tricks for Curious Tappers

Removing apps from sight on the Home Screen may help students stay out of them. 

Tap and hold the app you want to "hide"
Tap "remove app"
Tap "remove from Home Screen"

This does NOT delete the app from the iPad, it only shows the app in the app library which is located, on
the last Home Screen you see, after swiping left as far as possible. You can still search for the app or find
it in the library. There is no way to delete or hide the app library.

Once an app is opened, the icon appears on the dock "bottom bar" of the iPad. Delete all the apps on the
dock by following the instructions above, then do the following to stop apps appearing on the dock after
being opened.

Tap SETTINGS
Tap HOME SCREEN & DOCK
Slide ALL green toggles to gray 

The Control Center is found after swiping down from the top right corner of the iPad screen. You can take
some items out and also disable the ability to use the Control Center when inside an app.

Tap SETTINGS
Tap CONTROL CENTER
Tap the RED circles and the word REMOVE

Slide the green toggle across form ACCESS WITHIN APPS to gray 

When you swipe the iPad Home Screen all the way to the right, you might see a lot of extra things you do
not want your students to access.

Tap and hold on a particular widget you want to delete OR tap EDIT
Tap the MINUS SIGN
Tap REMOVE

Another tip is to use multiple Home Screens by dragging an app to the right or left of the screen it is on, to
make another screen. Position the apps you want kids to access on screens further away from screens
containing apps you do not want them to access and the App Library screen


